
11 November 70 

Sylvia Meagher 
NY 

Dear Sylvia: 

Thanks for your letter of 7 Nov with advice what to 

do. 
Lest I forget, let me now give you my phone numbers: 

(area 6133 542-5015 --- this is my home phone. 
(area 613) 547-3163 --- this is the phone of the 

Classics Dept. at Queen's, 

I have started writing the material in a form that will 

be suitable for publication. I do not have very much time 

and usually write tediously, so this may take a while. No 

matter, since I wuld like to wait until I have a set of 

suitable photographs before I regard anything complete. 

I'll get in-touch with Braverman as soon as I am able. 

Will send you a copy of the letter. 
I have no objection to the matter being disclosed to 

Newsweek or the N.Y. Times if you think that is best. I 

suggest , however, that in addition to having the information 

about the dustlike fragments, you also have some sort of 

authoritative opinion about it-- i.e., Wecht's, Braverman's, 

and that of other recognized experts. Even though the matter 

ig unassailable, I think it very wise to buttress it against 

unfair assault. The best way would be to get experts on our 

side before the matter goes public. I think there will be 

no lack of approval from experts, but there may be some lack 

of courage-- much, perhaps. In any case, we must assume that 

khez "they" will do as they have done in the past: wheel out 

some suitable nag from their owm stable of experts. We know 

that such nags are willing to say anything at their masters* 

pidding; they have in the past, they will in the future-- and 

they surely will in this case. 
In writing, since I'll anticipate being sole author and 

having a piece appear by itself, I'll bear more heavily on 

JFK's movements than I had plamned. With that information 

too, there is nothing in the world that can touch it, no 
matter what sculduggerey is applied. 

Aas , 

rele 

AS. fucletd Y eon Qedtr 

Sy Brymer


